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Stephen Wheatland . Dorothy P. Wheatland
1897-1987 °  1898-1987
Stephen and Dorothy Wheatland came to Sorrento in 1932. From then 
until the end of their lives, part of every year was spent there. They purchased 
"Tootin' Hill" in 1949, and shifted their legal residence and allegiances from 
Bangor to Sorrento in 1950. A strong advocate of citizens' rights and 
obligations, Steve was attentive to town affairs, served on Long Pond Water 
Company and Doane's Point Cemetery boards. He was a fixture at Town 
Meeting. Until poor health intervened, he and Dorothy regularly voted in 
person on Election Day.
Steve's life work was Maine forest management, and he developed his 
Sorrento woodlot, "Topsides", into a model of multiple use and welcomed 
townspeople to its ponds, trails and outlooks. He was keen on anything 
nautical, respected and taught good seamanship. In summer, a Wheatland boat, 
usually NIMBUS, was on the bay almost daily.
Dorothy's life revolved around family, church, gardens, watercolor 
painting, needlework and birdwatching. She was a member of Sea Breeze 
Garden Club and a supporter of Frenchman Bay Library. Her watercolor 
sketches captured many local scenes. Her love for Sorrento children and her 
personal faith found expression in annual community Christmas parties.
Steve and Dorothy fished for mackerel, rehabbed houses and pursued 
upland birds with Clif Hale, argued with beaver, gathered Christmas decora­
tion and balsam pillow makings, participated in Sorrento V.I.A., Yacht Club, 
Community Church and Church of the Redeemer. Assisted by some of 
Sorrento's finest cooks, house and groundskeepers, they welcomed and 
entertained a steady stream of friends and family , and spent several Christmas 
holidays in Sorrento with children and grandchildren.
Sorrento, the people and the place, enriched their lives. They, in turn 
shared themselves and their resources with many people, and imparted their 
love of the place to family. Sorrento was home.
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CLIFTON AND MARTHA HALE
Clif and Martha Hale have been gone from Sorrento for a while now; 
Clif died in 1977 at age 72, Martha in 1984, age 76. Still, not a summer goes 
by that Thelma doesn't hear, "Gosh, I miss you folks!"
Clifton Kenneth Hale was born and raised in Brooksville. Though he 
graduated at the top of his class, there was no money for college, so Clif took 
whatever jobs came to hand-one summer as a gardener at the Rockefeller 
Estate at Seal Harbor, where he planted Mrs. J.D., Jr's, first flower bed.
Martha Adelene Leach grew up in nearby Penobscot. A job as a 
telephone operator brought her to Brooksville where she met Clif. In 1928 they 
married and settled in Penobscot, where Clif worked for his step-father 
butchering and selling meat door-to-door. The Depression and modern 
refrigeration in local stores put an end to that, and, as Martha told it, they 
moved to Sorrento in 1936 with little more than a baby, an old car, and the 
clothes on their backs!
Clif came to learn the carpentry trade from his uncle, Charles Edgar 
"Ed" Hale. They rented a tiny green bungalow on the Trundy property until 
they built their house on the Back Cove. Initially three rooms on posts, it later 
gained a basement, living room, bath and garage.
The Second World War interrupted Ed Hale's business, forcing Clif 
to move the family to Portland. They were homesick for Sorrento, returning 
as often as gas-rationing would allow; and, after V-J Day, they came home to 
stay. When Ed Hale retired in the late forties, they bought the business and 
ran it, along with insurance and real estate, until Clif retired in 1971.
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In the intervening twenty-plus years, he built many new cottages in and 
near Sorrento, kept the older ones in repair, built a few schools, and co-built 
the Gym at Sumner High with E.C. Bragdon. As secretary and bookkeeper, 
Martha kept a sharp eye on the business. George Younger once made a simple 
statement which summed up Clif's personality and skill, as well as his integrity 
as a builder: "Clif was a contractor you could be friends with afterward."
They were both deeply interested in the community. Clif moderated 
town meetings, served as a director of the Flanders Bay Community School 
District and as General Manager of the Long Pond Water Company; and was 
a Past Master of the local Masonic Lodge. Martha was active in Democratic 
politics and the Order of the Eastern Star. She attended the Sorrento 
Community Church, and later became a member of the Sullivan Harbor Baptist 
Church. Martha had what a friend termed "a quiet strength." For years they 
were faithful fans of the Sullivan and Sumner basketball teams.
In later life, bird dog training and breeding became an important 
interest. Clif began in the early fifties with a mixed breed setter, working the 
dog on pigeons restrained in canvas jackets made by Martha. They progressed 
to pedigreed English Pointers, training them on pheasants and quail they 
raised. Clif enjoyed sharing his favorite woodcock covers with friends, and 
often kept and trained dogs for his good friend, Steve Wheatland. Clif was an 
officer and an avid supporter of the Maine Bird Dog Club. Over many years 
he and Martha attended field trials from New Brunswick to Massachusetts and 
hosted the several seminars and min-trials held in Bayard Ewing's field. His 
dogs brought home countless ribbons and trophies; and Clif was often asked 
to judge various events. He had written a book about dog training and, after 
his death, Dr. Frank Schley had his manuscript re-typed, copied and 
distributed to family and friends.
Their circle of friends, drawn from the town, the summer folk, and the 
field trial circuit was broad and far-flung; these friends, together with their 
family, meant a great deal to them both and were of great comfort to Martha 
after Clif was gone.
Their two young granddaughters paid Clif a couple or left handed 
compliments which amused him greatly. Lynn said that one of the reasons she 
loved him so much was that he lived in Sorrento. Her younger sister, Susan, 
declared her strongest reason to be that he had married Grammie! Both these 
attributes involved decisions that neither Clif nor Martha ever had reason to 
regret.
Their house overlooking the Cove is rented now, the familiar white 
camper gone from the driveway, the dog house and pen cleared away. Still, 
the cottages they built, the projects they supported, and the memories that live 
on in the minds of those who loved them serve as ample memorial to these two 
people who were so much a part of Sorrento.
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Town Officers
SELECTMEN
Dennis Perry Bruce Clark
TERM EXPIRES 1991 TERM EXPIRES 1993
ASSESSORS
Dennis Perry Bruce Clark
TOWN CLERK
Esther Clement
ROAD COMMISSIONER
Frank Trundy, Jr.
TAX COLLECTOR
Esther Clement
TREASURER
Joyce Perry
AUDITOR
Edward McGinnis
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Deborah Stewart
TOWN DUMP CUSTODIAN
Timothy Guyette
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Walter Guyette, Jr.
SCHOODIC SCHOOL COMMITTEE AND TRUSTEES
Susan Guyette Term Expires
Ellen Divine Term Expires
John Mickel Term Expires
HEALTH OFFICER
Judith High
HARBOR MASTER
Charles Bunker
CIVIL PREPAREDNESS OFFICER
Daniel Bierman
1991 
1993
1992
Louis Sutherland 
TERM EXPIRES 1992
Louis Sutherland
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Michael Parker
FIRE CHIEF
Walter Guyette, Jr.
PLANNING BOARD
Ruth Clark Walter Guyette, Jr. Chr. 
Steven McClean
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Virginia Guyette Heather Parker Jill Hastings
Dwayne Clement Diane Mickel
GENERAL ASSISTANCE OFFICERS 
Louis Sutherland Dennis Perry Bruce Clark
Home Address
STATE SENATOR 
Ruth Foster
Legislative Address
95 Main Street 
Ellsworth, ME 04605 
Telephone: 667-2593
Senate Chamber 
Augusta, ME 04333 
Telephone: 289-1505
Toll Free 1-800-423-6900
REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATURE 
Frank H. Farren, Jr.
Home Address Capital Address
P.O. Box 224 House of Representatives
Cherryfield, Maine 04622 State House, Station #2
Telephone: 546-7555 Augusta, Maine 04333
Telephone: 289-1400 (VOICE) 
289-4469 (TDD)
Toll Free House of Representatives Message Center 
1-800-423-2900
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Assessor's Report 1990
Property Exempt by Law $ 306,970
Value Real Estate Veterans 604,700
Value Real Estate Resident 5,662,000
Value Real Estate Non-Resident 9,606,550
Total Value Real Estate $ 15,909,250
Value Personal Estate Resident 37,600
Value Personal Estate Non-Resident ___31,500
Total Value Personal Estate $ 69,100
Total Valuation $ 15,988,350
Tree Growth Classifications
Ruth Clark 146 acres
Sorrento Co. 159 acres
Francis Chafee 114 acres
Dram Island 10 acres
Preble Island __ 75 acres
504 acres
Appropriated Town Meeting $ 95,892.00
County Tax 13,493.40
Schoodic CSD 63,325.10
Flanders CSD 50,666.10
Overlay -10,000.00
$ 233,376.60
Minus State Revenue Sharing -  6,776.00
$ 226,600.60
Appropriated from Surplus . 34,554.00
Total Budget $ 261,154.60
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TOWN OF SORRENTO, MAINE 
1991
Assessor's Notice
In accordance with Title. 36, M.R.S.A., Sec. 706, as amended, the 
Assessors of the Town of Sorrento hereby give notice to all persons liable to 
taxation in said municipality, that they will be in session at the Town Office 
in said municipality on the 1st of April at 7:00 p.m. for the purpose of revising 
lists of the estates taxable in said municipality.
OWNERS
All persons liable to taxation in the Town of Sorrento, Maine and all 
Administrators, Executors, Trustees, etc., of all estates taxable in said 
municipality of such persons are hereby notified to furnish to THE ASSES­
SORS TRUE AND PERFECT LISTS OF ALL THEIR ESTATES, REAL 
AND PERSONAL, not by law exempt from taxation, of which they were 
possessed on the first day of April, 1991, and be prepared to make oath to the 
truth of the same and to answer all proper inquiries as in writing as to the nature, 
situation and value of their property liable to be taxed.
ESTATES DISTRIBUTED
And when estates of persons deceased have been distributed during the 
past year, or have changed hands from any cause, the Executor, Administrator, 
or other persons interested, are hereby warned to give notice of such change, 
and in default of such notice will be held under the law to pay the tax assessed 
although such estate has been wholly distributed and paid over.
PERSONS DOOMED
And any person who neglects to comply with this notice is hereby 
barred to his right to make application to the ASSESSORS or any appeal 
therefrom, for any abatement of his taxes, unless he furnishes such list with 
his application and satisfies them that he was unable to furnish it at the time 
appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assessor's Office on application.
Date, February 6, 1991 Louis Sutherland
Dennis Perry 
Bruce Clark 
Assessors
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Selectmen's Report
ADMINISTRATION
Resources
Appropriation $ 21,000.00
| Gun Permits 80.00
/ Veterans Reimbursement 84.53
/  Dog Licenses 225.50
Snowmobile Refund 72.00
Tax Liens 1.786.92
Total $ 23,248.95
Expended
Salaries
L. Sutherland - Selectman & Assessor $ 2,400.00
D. Perry - Selectman & Assessor 1,900.00
B. Clark - Selectman & Assessor 1,900.00
E. Clement - Tax Collector, Clerk & Reg. Voters 3,707.47
J. Perry - Treasurer 1,200.00
C. Bunker - Harbor Master 900.00
J. High - Health Officer 100.00
W. Guyette - Fire Chief 1,200.00
$ 13,307.47
Excise Tax
E. Clement 577 +  550 + 300 $ 1,427.00
State of Maine ATV, Boat, Snowmobile 1,448.75
Animal Welfare __ 134.5Q
$ 3,010.25
Assessing
Energy Engineering $ 228.35
Printing and Supplies
Loring Short & Harmon $ 438.64
Ellsworth American 349.40
Elva Gerrish 55.00
Pine Tree Print 797.00
Marks Printing House 151.57
Regal Press 41.00
E. Clement 62.53
H. M. Gousha 99.00
Pioneer Print 79.77
Reliable Co. 51.87
Kinney Office Supply 1,095.00
C.E.S. ___ LL13
$ 3,261.91
Postage
Sorrento P.O. $ 710.39
Esther Clement __I A S
$ 717.54
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Heat - Lights - Telephone
New England Telephone $ 1,208.96
Hancock Oil 267.05
A T & T 90.72
Esther Clement 7.75
Paul Martin __ 1AJA
$ 1,648.82
Miscellaneous
Maine Municipal Association $ 565.00
Dennis Perry 135.00
Bruce Clark 100.00
Citizens For Property Tax 150.00
Union Trust Co. 1,019.34
Inland Fisheries & Wildlife 8.00
MMTCTA 30.00
Lyman Agency 150.00
Sumner Adult Ed 120.00
Lawrence Lewis 50.00
Joyce Perry 60.00
Esther Clement 52.75
Louis Sutherland 60.00
Erin Perry 50.00
$ 2,550.09
Total $ 24,724.43
Overdraft $ 1,475.48
County Tax
Assessed $ 13,493.40
Paid County Treasurer 13,493.40
Union Trust
Tax Anticipation Note $ 60,000.00
Paid Union Trust 60.381.37
Int. 381.37
RevalpatiQn
Appropriation Sinking Fund $ 20,000.00
Contract Mark Gibson 16,000.00
Expended
J.W. Sewall 78.00
Metropolitan Life 148.00
Mark Gibson 43 800.00
$ 5,026.00
Balance Due on Contract $ 11,200.00
Balance 3,774.00
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Tax Maps
$Appropriation 1,000.00
Expended
J.W. Sewall 385.00
1 Balance $ 615.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Resources
Appropriation $ 21,065.00
Sorrento Volunteer Fire Dept. 1,000.00
Transfer from Fire Truck Fund 1,500.00
Receipt From State 950.00
____UL0Q
24,525.00
Expended
Paul Martin $ 385.19
Anton Enterprises 
O'Connor's Store
6,088.50
635.26
Hancock Oil 540.49
Ellsworth Auto 495.65
Anderson Marine 188.56
Hancock Co. Firefighters Association 75.05
Whitten's 2-Way Service 154.00
L.A. Gray 4.84
Guyette's Gas 500.00
Guyette's Auto 555.11
Fire Command 17.50
Fire Engineering 21.95
Maine M.A. 12.00
Maine Line Fire 4,838.74
Morrison Chevrolet 87.45
Maine State Fed. of Firefighters 88.00
Barbara Davis 300.00
Young's Store 22.00
ISO Comm. Risk 10.00
Hancock Irving - Groc. 94.30
C & C Chemical Corp 184.87
C. K. Foster 15.02
Firesafe Equip. 20.00
Ray Plumbing 86.18
Brewer Fire Dept. 70.00
Loring Short & Harmon 29.37
Brown's Comm. 73.41
Southern Maine Technical College 1,162.00
Bonded Auto 64.00
NAPA - Coastal Auto 74.68
American Power Ind. 163.75
Long Pond Water Co. 2,340.00
Cliff Abplasolp _4J&KLQQ
$ 24,197.90
Balance $ 337.10
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Street Lights
Appropriation $ 3,200.00
Expended
Bangor Hydro 3.309.34
Overdraft $ 109.34
Insurance
Appropriation $ 9,500.00
Expended
Maine Municipal Association 10,160.00
Ins. Commercial Risk 25.00
10,185.00
Overdraft 685.00
Sorrento Planning Cpmm.
Appropriation $ 1,350.00
John Collins 100.00
$ 1,450.00
Expended
H.C.P.C. 416.2Q
Balance $ 1,033.80
Board of Health
Appropriation $ 200.00
Expended
L. Hooper, Jr. 200.00
Municinal Landfill
Appropriation $ 7,000.00
Expended
Tim Guyette 4,639.22
Paul Martin 464.00
Robert Johnson 495.00
TLC Locks 20.00
Guyette Bros. 210.00
Andrews Garage __ 25J1Q
Balance $ 1,146.78
Coastal Recycling
Appropriation surplus $ 2,000.00
Expend Coastal Rec. 2.200.00
Overdraft $ 200.00
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Plumbing Permits
Balance $ 80.25
Permits 590.00
$ 670.25
Expended
L. Sutherland $ 400.00
/ C.A. Turner 27.28
$ 427.28
Balance $ 242.97
Snow Removal & Sanding
Appropriation from Surplus $ 18,000.00
Balance 1989 10.925.16
Total 29,025.16
Expended
F. Trundy, Jr. Jan. - March 1990 $ 10,200.00
F. Trundy, Jr. Nov. - Dec. 1990 7,170.00
$ 17,370.00
To 1991 Balance $ 11,655.16
Sand Stockpile & Repairs
Appropriation Surplus $ 8,000.00
Expended
H.P. Fairfield 294.27
W.H. Shurtleff 2,253.50
Paul Martin 3.300.00
$ 5,847.77
Balance to surplus $ 2,152.23
Reoair Town Roads
Appropriation $ 5,500.00
Sale of culverts 
Expended
201 86 
5,701.86
Jerry's Hardware 108.75
R. MacQuinn 120.45
R. Johnson 1,919.25
F. Trundy, Jr. 984.00
W.H. Shurtleff 1,212.81
Richard Havey 431.60
Expenditures $ 3,802.70
State Aid Block Grant 
Resources
Balance 1,899.16
Balance 1989 $ 21,967.90
State of ME 21.154.50
$ 42,122.40
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Expended
Paul Martin 
W. H. Shurtleff 
Lane Construction
General Assistance 
Appropriation 
State of Maine
Expended 
Guyette's 
Paul Martin 
Dunbar's Store 
E. West
O'Connor's Store 
No Frills Oil 
Bangor Hydro
Scholarships 
Appropriation 
Church of Redeemer 
Penobscot Salamon 
Balance 1989
Expended
Shanon Parker 
Elizabeth Solet 
Aaron Solet
Charities
Combat 
Bangor STD 
ME. Special Olympics 
Sorrento-Sullivan Center 
Sullivan-Sorrento Historical 
Frenchman's Bay Library 
Washington Hancock Agency 
YMCA
Diane Mickel (Christmas) 
Sorrento VIA
$ 28,409.50
735.94
10.897.25
$ 40,042.69
Balance 2,079.71
$ 2,000.00
449.54
$ 2,449.54
39.00
373.00 
223.92
250.00
20.00 
30.65
1QQ.QQ
Expenditures $ 1,036.57
Balance of Surplus $ 1,412.97
$ 2,000.00 
1,000.00 
500.00 
100 00
$ 3,600.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
Balance $ 2,100.00
Expended (Jan. 91) 2,000.00
Balance $ 100.00
Appropriated ExDended
50.00 50.00
40.00 40.00
100.00 100.00
200.00 200.00
500.00 500.00
600.00 600.00
308.00 308.00
250.00 250.00
500.00 500.00
5,000.00 5,000.00
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Education
Assessed
Flanders Bay CSD $ 50,666.10
Schoodic CSD 63,495.48
Education Block Grant ____699.011
$ 114,860.59
/ Expended
Balance to Surplus $
114,161.58/1t 699.01
Reoairs Town Property
Appropriation $ 2,000.00
Expended
Frank Preble 304.90
Paul Martin 47.49
Winter Harbor 31.96
Acadia Tree Service 160.00
Dwayne Clement 15.00
C.W. Clark 524.80
Winter Harbor Hardware ___LL2£
$ 1,096.13
Balance to Surplus $ 903.87
Village Green
Appropriation $ 400.00
Expended
Ben Perry - 400.00
Harbor Committee
Appropriation $ 400.00
Expended
Woodland Studios 199.00
Loring Short & Harmon 28.41
Ellen Divine 25.00
Sturgis Haskins 315.00
$ 567.41
Overdraft 167.41
Town Pier
Appropriation $ 2,500.00
Expended
F. Trundy, Jr. 1,962.79
Jerry's Hardware 3.20
Anderson Hardware 243.82
D. Clement 37.50
Charles Bunker 2QQ.QQ
$ 2,447.31
Balance to surplus $ 52.69
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Code Enforcement Officer 
Deposits
Permits $ 275.00
Expended
Walter Guyette, Jr. 275.00
Community Building
Appropriation $ 5,500.00
Expended
Paul Martin 1,950.02
Bangor Hydro 290.26
New England Telephone 215.77
C.W. Clark 37.75
Parker Cabinets 185.00
Sunrise Glass 107.00
Dwayne Clement 1,140.56
Diane Mickel 116.29
Brian Clement 40.00
Willa Parker 12.00
Dunbar's Store 19.58
Evon Fenton 55.80
Office Furniture 312.54
C. Hardwick 250.00
L.A. Gray 99.50
Sew and Save 159.99
Sign Design Shop 474.40
L. Hooper, Jr. 300 00
$ 5,766.46
Overdraft $ 266.46
Municioal Sewage
Appropriation $ 500.00
State of ME 2.308.37
$ 2,808.37
Extended
W.H. Shurtleff 432.96
Coles Express 32.13
Winter Harbor Sewer District 193.20
C.E.S. 461.00
Doug Gott & Son 1.461.50
$ 2,580.79
Balance $ 227.58
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1990 Treasurer's Report
Respectfully Submitted - Joyce M. Perry, Treasurer
1989 Year End Balance $ 105,544^24
1990 Treasurer's Receipts Nos. 449-500; 1-88
Tax Collector
1989 Property Tax $ 28,212.77
1990 Property Tax 206,235.54
Auto Excise Tax 25,515.82
Boat Excise Tax 4,524.75
ATV, Snowmobile Tax 300.00
Dog Licenses 225.50
$ 265.014.38
Treasurer
Tax Liens/Costs/Int. $ 1.786.92 $ 1.786.92
State of Maine:
Block Grant $ 21,154.50
Revenue Sharing 6,970.82
Other 2.335.08
$ 30.460.40
Harbor Committee $ 1,650.00
Culverts 201.86
Plumbing Permits 590.00
Scholarship Fund 500.00
Planning Board
Permits 275.00
Fines 100.00
Gun Permits 80.00
Fire Truck Fund Donations 1070.00
Tax Anticipation Note 60,000.00
Transfers to Checking Acct.
Fire Truck Fund to
Mun. Fire Dept. $ 2,460.00
Sav. Acct. to Chk. Acct. 10,000.00
Federal Rev. to Chk. Acct.. 1,500.00
W. Guyette, Vol. Fire Dept.
Municipal Fire Dept. 1,000.00
Municipal Sewage Fees 1.278.37
$ 81.705.23
Total Receipts Nos. 449-500; 1-88 for 1990 $ 378,966.93
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Interest on Accounts:
Chking Acct. # 1711334 $ 2,566.30 
Fire Truck Fund # 1852787 45.23
Savings Acct. # 1852795 2,366.35
Federal Revenue # 1852779 347,89
$ 5.325.77
$ 5.325.77
Savings Acct. # 185279 Transaction 1990
Deposits $ 0.00
Less Transfers -10,000.00
$  - 10.000.00
$ - 10.000.00
Fire Truck Fund #1852787
Deposits $ 120.00 
950.00
$ JLQ7Q.QQ
Less Transfers -10.00
-950.00
-1500.00
$ -2,460.00
$ -1.390.00
Federal Revenue Acct. # 1852779
Deposits $ 0.00
Less Transfers -1.500.00
$ -1.500.00
$ -1.5QQ..QQ
Less Warrants Nos. 1-27 
Less Checking Account Fees
$ -363.175.86 
$ -59.16
1990 Year End Balance $ 113.711.92
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Year End Balance by Accounts
Chking. Acct. Bal. 12/31/89 $ 51,787.16
Receipts Nos. 449-500; 1-88 378,966.93
Int. on Chking Acct. #1711334 2.566.30
l $ 433.320.39
Less Warrants Nos. 1-27 $ -363,175.86
L6ss Checking Account Fees -59.16
$ -363.235.02
$_ 70.085.37
Savings Account #1852795
Balance 12/31/89 $ 44,199.25
Deposits 0.00
Interest 2,366.35
Less Transfers -10.000.00
$ 36,565.60
36.565.60
Federal Revenue Account #1852779
Balance 12/31/89 $ 7,189.62
Deposits 0.00
Interest 347.89
Less Transfers -1.500.00
$ 6.037.51
$_ 6.037.51
Fire Truck Fund #1852787
Balance 12/31/89 $ 2,368.21
Deposits 1,070.00
Interest 45.23
Less Transfers z2„46Q.0Q
$ 1.023.44
$ 1,023.44
1990 Year End Balance $ 113.711.92
Maria R. Crabtree Fund # 003101250
Balance 12/31/89 $ 432.71
Interest 24.27
Balance 12/31/90 456.98
Balance 12/31/90 $ 456.98
Less Principal -125.00
Less Interest 1990 -24.27
Accumulated Income $____3Q7.71
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Town Clerk's Report
Report of Vital Statistics
Marriages 6
Births 3
Deaths 1
Dog Liscense Report
•
Total Dogs Liscensed
Female 6
Spayed Female 22
Male 13
Neutered Male 12
Respectfully submitted,
Esther Clement 
Town Clerk
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Tax Collector's Report
Commitment $ 226,600.00
I
1990 Taxes paid to Dec. 1, 1990 $
Abatement
Taxes collected Dec. 1, 1990 to Feb. 1, 1991 
Uncollected taxes
176,385.92
56.80
38,403.00
11,363.59
Adjustments ___ 39Q-J52
$ 226,600.00
1989 Taxes $ 27,823.32
1989 Interest 334.45
Automobile Excise $ 23,635.88
Boat Excise 1988 148.00
* 1989 343.20
1990 2,774.80
Boat Registration (including fees) 510.00
Boat State Sales Tax 748.75
ATV Registrations (including fees) 117.00
Snowmobile Registrations 85.00
Uncollected Resident Tax
Andrews, Mark $ 39.15
Andrews, Richard 63.81
♦Andrews, Samuel C. & Linda Mae 416.89
♦Andrews, Stewart 260.91
Andrews, William & Joyce 99.26
♦Balbay, Vasil & Margaret 80.83
Brassard, Mary Lou 524.66
♦Bunker, Charles W. 560.11
♦Bunker, Charles W. 35.45
Buteau, Phillip & Charlene 453.76
♦Carter, Chester R., Jr. & Linda C. 200.00
#Curtis, Arthur 533.26
Curtis, David i 93.58
Curtis, Joel 80.82
♦Daley, Gerald & Martha 605.48
♦Dedam, John H. & Constance 1,005.36
Estabrook, Marion 401.29
♦Estabrook, Walter W. 656.53
♦Guyette's, Inc. 200.00
Guyette, Clement & Susan 370.10
♦Haskins, Reginald 1,127.31
Hastings, Kent S. & Jill 638.10
♦Hjorth, Peter Bowen & Elizabeth 5,494.75
♦Huebner, Mary T.M. 2,848.76
Jellison, Judith 483.53
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Metzler, Peter F. & Deborah N. $ 625.34
Mickel, John G. & Diane E. 595.56
♦Moss, Alvin M. & Ruth 601.15
♦Moss, Alvin M. & Ruth 48.21
♦Neleski, Paul S. 587.05
Parker, Michael & Heather 1,202.46
♦Pinkham, Luther (Heirs) 42.54
Sargent, Wellington H. & Natalie 246.73
♦Scott, Robert F. & Donna D. 1,056.41
♦Welch, Earl J. 826.69
♦Welch, Earl J. 578.54
♦Welch, Earl J. Jr. & Gladys 53.88
Welch, Earl Leonard III 174.41
♦Welch, Edward P. 141.80
♦Welch, Larry & Donna M. 639.51
♦West, James 496.30
West, Robert & Elizabeth 666.46
West, Robert, Elizabeth & James 161.65
♦Willis, Audrey Donnell 112.02
♦Willis, Thomas 14.18
♦Zabot, Richard M. & Toby R. 533.16
$ 27,200.99
Uncollected Non-Resident Tax
♦ A T & T  $ 28.36
Barrett, Donal R. & Lee O. 619.66
♦Bogardus, Julie Hunt 103.51
♦Bogardus, Julie Hunt 5.67
♦Bowley, E. Melvin & Mary J. . 1,152.83
♦Buzzell, Winifred 180.08
♦Carlisle, Craig Dean 302.03
♦Carlisle, Craig Dean 36.87
♦Carlisle, Kendall Dustan 302.03
♦Carlisle, Kendall Dustan 36.87
♦Carlisle, Norman 302.03
♦Carlisle, Norman 36.87
♦Carlisle, Norman Davis Jr. 302.03
♦Carlisle, Norman Davis Jr. 36.87
♦Carlisle, Patricia Kamm 302.03
♦Carlisle, Patricia Kamm 36.87
♦Carlisle, Pauline 36.87
♦Carlisle, Pauline 344.57
♦Carlisle, Todd Roast 302.03
♦Carlisle, Todd Roast 36.87
♦Chafee, Francis Dr. 1,575.40
♦Chafee, Francis Dr. 35.45
♦Collins, John A. & Sheila D. 1,145.74
♦Cook, Andrew 310.54
♦Cook, Andrew 276.51
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*Cook, Andrew $ 165.90
*Cook, Charles 276:51
*Cook, Charles 165.90
*Crothers, Joan P. as Trustee 930.21
*Cummings, Stephen H. 667.88
*Davis, Dr. Richard & Dr. Jane 518.99
*Guyette, George F. 41.12
*Hunt, Alison 103.51
*Hunt, Alison 5.67
*Hunt, Leslie 103.51
*Hunt, Leslie 5.67
*Hunt, Miranda 103.51
*Hunt, Miranda 5.67
*Hunt, Robert P. & Barbara 1,115.97
*Hunt, Robert P. & Barbara 52.47
*Johnson, Harold D. 636.68
^Linden Hill Partnership 1,480.39
*Lewis, Alida, Dora & Victoria 60.97
*Lewis, Alida, Dora & Victoria 141.80
*McMullen, Stephen R. 151.72
*McMullen, Stephen R. 416.89
Miller, Patrick James & Diane M. 354.50
Mugnai, Robert & Barbara 39.70
*Musconi, Dominic 86.50
*Niblock, Rev. Thomas R. & Judith W. 962.82
*Parisien, Arthur & Margaret Bennett 14.18
*Perry, Leighton E., Barbara E. & David R. Chase 70.90
*Philbrick, Jane Ewing 391.37
Philbrick, Jane Ewing 42.54
Rockwell, Francis Ewing 602.65
*Rowe, Elizabeth 355.92
Sgouros, T.A. & Joan P. 798.33
*Tillinghast, Ellen (Revocable Trust of) 594.14
Trojanowski, Stephen F. & Patricia 447.72
*Veri, Albert R. & Linda C. 226.88
*Wheatland, David A. Jr. & Susan 920.28
Ziska, David 1. & Julie 0 . 1.347.10
! $ 22,565.60
*Paid after books closed Nov. 30, 1990. 
^Partial Payment
Respectfully submitted,
Esther Clement 
Tax Collector
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SORRENTO FIRE DEPT.
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1991 
TOWN FUNDS
On a valuation of $15,978,350 with a committment of $226,600.60 and 
a tax rate of $ 14.18 per thousand, the Fire Dept. 1990 budget of $ 18,565 was 
8.2 cents of each tax dollar.
This budget does not address every need of the Sorrento Fire Dept. This 
only covers the most urgent needs for this year.
In 1988 Sorrento lost its ISO rating of 8, the Fire Dept, will have to be 
continually improved over the next few years in order to get back to an 8. The 
drop of the ISO rating from an 8 to a 9 cost the average home owner (based 
on $40,000 value) $80 more for fire insurance. A drop from 8 to 10 would 
double home owners insurance costs.
ISO is the nation wide company that rates fire departments and public 
buildings. Their rating is used by almost all insurance companies to fix rates 
for insurance costs. ISO requires three years of written records before they 
will review a town's rating. Sorrento will be ready to request a review in 1992. 
We will need to have a fully equipped fire dept, and manpower to move 250 
gallons per minute for two miles for four hours with no interruptions. This 
is not as easy as it sounds. It is urgent that the necessary records, equipment, 
and properly trained manpower be on hand.
Lights $ 100
Heat 1,000
Gasoline 1,000
Fire Phones 750
Association dues, Publications 300
Education 1,500
2 - SCBA Air Packs, Spare tanks, Alarms 4,000
2 - Sets of Fire Resistant Turnout (coat, pants, helmet, etc.) 1,500
3 - Hazardous Material Recognize + Identify Kits 300
without this we cannot legally respond to an accident!
1 - NFPA approved gas powered smoke ejector fan 1,300
Fire Pond Improvements 1,000
Fire Road Signs 300
Fire tools (firebrooms, shovels, chainsaw, boltcutters, etc.) 650
Hose tools, ropes and harness, etc. 350
Routine truck maintenance (oil, tuneup, annual inspection, etc.) 1,000
Repairs and improvements to trucks (exhaust, battery, brakes) 2,000
Items needed to put Engine 4 to full service
1 - Floating Dock to Draft water from a pond or tank 500
1 - 24 ft. length of soft suction to use with floating dock 500
1-5" butterfly valve to allow use of above 500
Total budget request $18,550
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The Warrant
Hancock, SS State of Maine
To
residents in the town of Sorrento, in County of Hancock
i
I In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the Town of Sorrento, in said county , qualified by law 
to vote in town affairs, to meet at the Sorrento Community Building on Monday 
the 4th day of March A.D. 1991 at 7 o'clock in the evening then and there to 
act on the following articles, Namely:
1. To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting.
2. To elect 1 Selectperson to serve for 3 years and fix salary and expenses 
for three Selectpersons..
(Recommend same as 1990)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
To elect a Town Clerk for the ensuing year and fix salary and expenses 
for same.
(Recommend same as 1990)
To elect three Assessors and fix salaries and expenses for same. 
(Recommend same as 1990)
To elect three Overseers of the Poor and fix salaries and expenses for 
same.
To elect a Tax Collector and fix salary and expenses for same. 
(Recommend same as 1990)
To elect a Town Treasurer and fix salary and expenses for same.
To elect a Civil Preparedness Officer and fix salary and expenses for 
same.
(Recommend expenses)
To elect one School Committee member, to serve three years.
To elect a Road Commissioner and fix compensation.
To elect five Directors for the Community Building.
To elect a Municipal Dump Custodian.
To elect a Fire Chief and set salary and expenses for same. 
(Recommend same as 1990)
To see if the Town will fix a date when taxes shall be due and payable 
and to see if the Town will vote to fix a rate of interest to be charged 
on said taxes unpaid after the said date.
(Recommend Nov. 30, 1991)
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15. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell and dispose of 
all property held by tax liens on such terms as they deem advisable and 
execute quit claim deeds for such property providing any such sale, is 
advertised in the Ellsworth American for 30 days prior to such sale, 
so that all may have an opportunity to bid on same.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2500, or less, 
as a contribution to the Sorrento Village Improvement Association to 
subsidize Resident Memberships.
17. To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate for the following 
accounts, namely:
1990 ADDroD. 1991 Estimates
Administration $ 21,000 $ 21,000
Town Pier 2,500 2,500
Village Green 400 500
Town Dump 7,000 6,000
Street Lights 3,200 3,400
Fire Department 18,550
Insurance 9,500 10,000
Board of Health 200 200
Repairs of Town Property 2,000 2,000
Town Roads 5,500 5,500
Snow Removal & Sanding 18,100 19,000
Stockpile 8,000 7,000
MDI Helpers, Inc. 750 750
Scholarship Fund 2,000 2,000
Frenchman's Bay Library 600 600
Sullivan-Sorrento Historical Society 500 500
County Ambulance 828 828
General Assistance 2,000 2,000
Eleanor Widener Dixon Clinic
Sorrento Planning Board 1,350 1,350
Sullivan-Sorrento Recreation Center 200 200
Hancock County Mental Health 0 207
Maine Special Olympics 100 100
Eastern Task Force on Aging 75 100
Community Health & Counseling Service 0
Wahington-Hancock Community Agency 308 308
Combat 50 50
Sorrento Community Building 5,500 5,000
YMCA 250 1,000
Hancock County Planning Commission
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Municipal Sewage 500 500
Action Opportunities 250 150
Bicentennial Committee 
Hancock County Water & Soil 
Harbor Ordinance 400 400
Special Friends Inc. 150
STD Clinic 40
New Ramp (Town Pier) (From sinking fund) 
YMCA Summer Program 1,326 1,393
X-mas Party 500
Coastal Recycling 2,000 2,085.94
DEAN (Downeast Aids Network) 125
Ellsworth City Library 200
Grand Auditorium 250
18. To see if theTown will vote to authorize the municipal officers to spend 
an amount not to exceed 3/12 of the budgeted amount in each budget 
category of the 1991 annual budget during the period from January 1, 
1992 to the 1992 town meeting.
19. To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to authorize the 
selectmen to borrow or appropriate from unappropriated surplus as 
they deem advisable to meet unanticipated expenses and emergencies 
that occur during fiscal 1991.
20. Shall the Town vote to accept the categories of funds listed below as 
provided by the Maine State Legislature?
(A) State Aid Block Grant $ 21,000
(B) ATV, Snowmobile 90
(C) Municipal Revenue Sharing 8,000
(D) Veterans Exemption Reimbursement 100
(E) Property Tax Relief Fund Unknown
(F) State Aid to Education Unknown
(G Civil Emergency Preparedness Unknown
(H) Tree Growth Reimbursement 100
(I) General Assistance Reimbursement 2,000
(J) Miscellaneous Reimbursements Provided by the State
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept gifts 
or grants of monies from Federal or private sources.
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22. Shall the Town vote to accept a Planning Grant as provided by the 
Maine State Legislature, to raise * the local funds required as a match 
to the grant, to appropriate the grant and required local matching funds 
for the development of a comprehensive plan pursuant to the Compre­
hensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act, to authorize the select­
men to contract with the State Department of Economic and Commu­
nity Development for the grant, and to authorize the selectmen to con­
tract, as necessary, for materials and services needed to achieve the 
purposes of the grant?
INFORMATION: Estimated amount of grant: $ 11,250
Estimated amount of local match 3,750
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$10,000 (to be placed in the sinking fund) for the closure of the town 
dump.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
for the purchase of land for a salt storage shed and transfer site.
25. To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will appropriate and 
expend for a Town Director of Coastal Recycling.
26. To see if the Town will recommend to the Selectmen that traffic be one­
way down from the top of Lawrence's Hill to the intersection just 
beyond West Cove Boat Yard and one-way up the same hill starting 
at Joseph Lewis' Corner.
27. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $2,424 for the Long Pond 
Water Co. and/or Long Pond Water District to pay the protection fee 
(hydrant rent).
* V
28. To see if the Town will vote to accept the new addition to the Commu­
nity Building Fire House (Station 2). The Sorrento Volunteer Fire 
Dept./ Auxiliary paid for and built this addition to make room for the 
new Engine 4.
i
29. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Sorrento Fire Dept, to erect 
a plaque dedicating the Village Fire House (Station 1) to the memory 
of John Nash our first Fire Chief. Chief Nash designed and drew the 
plans for this building and was responsible for motivating the Sorrento 
Fire Company members to build this Station in 1951. The Sorrento 
Fire Company was formed in 1948 when they outfitted their first fire 
truck (picture page 13 1975-76 Town report).
The Selectmen hereby give notice they will be in session at the Community
Building at 7 o'clock in the evening on Monday, March 4, 1991.
Given under our hands at Sorrento aforesaid, this 6th day of February
A.D. 1991.
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Bruce Clark 
Louis Sutherland 
Dennis Perry
List of Taxpayers
List of Resident Taxpayers
Toiun of SORRENTO
Name
Abbott* Andrew H. & Beatrice W.
Abbott* Jeff 
Andrews, Dorothy S.
Andrews, Mark
Andrews, Richard
Andrews, Samuel & Linda M.
Andrews, Samuel C. & Linda Mae 
Andrews, Stewart 
Andrews, Thomas 
Andrews, William & Joyce 
Balbay, Vasil & Margaret 
Bierman, Daniel & Joyce L.
Bohlin, Albert & Dorothy 
Bracey, Steven 
Brassard, Mary Lou 
Briggs, Prescott & Helen 
Bunker, Charles W.
Buteau, Phillip & Charlene 
Carter, Chester R. Jr. & Linda C. 
Clark, Bruce A.
Clark, Priscilla L.
Clark, Ruth M.
Clement, Dwayne & Esther
Clendaniel, Marion Clark
Colwell, Charles
Colwell, Charles Stuart
Creamer, Gardner & Margaret
Noyes, Newbold Jr. & Beatrice S.
Curtis, Arthur
Curtis, David
Curtis, Joel
Daley, Gerald & Martha
Noyes, Newbold Jr. & Beatrice S.
Davis, Hilda
Dedam, John H. & Constance 
Dumont, Francis Eernard & Florence 6. 
Estabrook, Marion 
Estabrook, Walter W.
Faella, George F.
Faella, Joyce Hess 
Fenton, Myles & Ruth E.
Fenton, Raymond E. & Ella C.
Goodman, Paul D.
Gordon, Royce & Cheryl 
Green, Edward & Dorothy 
Gunning, Gloria 
Guyette’s, Inc.
Guyette, Clement & Susan 
Guyette, Herbert (Heirs)
Guyette, Walter Jr.
Hale, Martha A. & Thelma H. Beaulieu -
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List of Resident Taxpayers
Town of SORRENTO
Name
Hammond* Elliott & Helen 
Haskins' Reginald 
Hastings' Kent S. & Jill 
High, Judith
High, Judith c/o Fleet Mortgage Corp. 
Hjorth, Peter & Elizabeth 
HJorth, Peter Bowen & Elizabeth 
Hjorth, Peter Bowen & Elizabeth S. F. 
Hooper, Leroy Jr.
Hooper, Leroy Sr.
Huebner, Mary T. M.
Hughson, Mrs. Walter (Mildred) 
Jellison, Judith 
Johnson, Robert & Nancy 
Kilton, Marita E.
Leighton, Maude (Heirs)
Lewis, Joseph H.
Lewis, Lawrence
Libby, Ronald & Sandra P.
Noyes, Newbold Jr. & Beatrice S. 
Marshall, Robert A. and Nancy K. 
Metzler, Peter F. & Deborah N.
Mickel, John G. & Diane E.
Moss, Alvin M. & Ruth 
Murnane, John P. & Barbara Anne 
Neleski, Paul S.
Noyes, Newbold Jr. & Beatrice S. 
O’Conner, Charles & Natalie 
Page, Harold K. & Brenda L.
Parker, Michael & Heather
Parr, Doris
zzz
Perry, Dennis & Joyce 
Perry, Dorothy
Perry, Edgar E. & Dorothy Y.
Perry, Gerald 
Pinkham, Luther (Heirs)
Poulin, John L. & Susan J.
Preble, Frank H. & Irene 
Preble, Irene
Purslow, Gerald A. H. & Mary J. 
Richardson, Donald 
Sanborn, Robert Jr. & Roxana 
Sargent, C. D. Jr.
Sargent, C. D. Jr. & Alice 
Sargent, Wellington H. & Natalie 
Scott, Gail & Martha 
Scott, Robert F. & Donna D. 
Starkweather, Herman R.
Stevens, Cindy Mary Briggs 
Stewart, Dorothy
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List of Resident Taxpayers
Town of SORRENTO
Name
Stone> Wentworth L. & Betty L. 
Sutherland) Louis & Nadine 
Sutherland) Louis Jr. & Penelope F. 
Sutherland) Louis Sr. & Nadine 
Swiszcz, Michael N. & Stella C.
Tansey) Michael R. Jr. & Solet) Mary Ann 
Thatcher) Donald & Joyce C.
Trundy) Frank Jr.
Tukeyf Robert L. i Sarah H. 
zzz
Welch) Earl Jr.
Welch) Earl L. Jr. & Gladys 
Welch) Earl Leonard III 
Welch) Edward P.
Welch) Larry & Donna M.
Welch) Marion
West) Cassilena
West) James
West) Karen & Wilma
West) Robert & Elizabeth
West) Robert) Elizabeth & James
West) Waldo K. & Winifred S.
West) Wilma
Whalen> Omar Lee Sr. & P. H.
Stephen & Dorothy (Estate of)*
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List of Non-Resident Taxpayers
Town of SORRENTO
Value of Value of Total
Name Real Est. Pers. Est. Tax
A T & T  0 2,000 28.36
Abbott, Colleen (Heirs) 2,600 0 36.87
Anagnos; John, George, Richard & Jerry 347,500 0 4,927.55
Anderson, Robert & Mildred 100,800 0 1,429.34
Antonetti, Hilda 17,600 0 249.57
Arslan, Ruth M. 18,000 0 255.24
Ashe, Deborah E. & Cheryl Kugel 7,600 0 107.77
Ballard, Francis & Jane 57,000 0 808.26
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co. 159,000 0 2,254.62
Barrett, Donal R. & Lee 0 . 43,700 0 619.67
Beckjord, Caroline 11,000 0 155.98
Beckjord, Eric & Caroline 44,100 0 625.34
Bell, Graham Wedderburn & Allster Wedderburn & Jennifer Newton
10,400 0 147.47
Bennett, Rodney 0. 55,000 0 779.90
Bogardus, Julie Hunt 7,700 0 109.19
Bowley, E. Melvin & Mary J. 81,300 0 1,152.83
Brinton, Dorothy 118,300 0 1,677.49
Bruenn, James H. 40,200 0 570.04
Bruenn, Stephen U. 40,200 0 570.04
Buhner, Robert & Helen 36,400 0 516.15
Buzzell, Winifred 12,700 0 180.09
Cahill, Laurence Jr. & Alice K. 52,100 0 738.78
Cameron, Richard & Constance 19,400 0 275.09
Campbell, John W. Jr. c/o C & L Properties 135,000 3,000 1,956.84
Cape, Hope Cushman 19,000 0 269.42
Carlisle, Craig Dean 23,900 0 338.90
Carlisle, Kendall Dustan 23,900 0 338.90
Carlisle, Norman 23,900 0 338.90
Carlisle, Norman Davis Jr. 23,900 0 338.90
Carlisle, Patricia Kamm 23,900 0 338.90
Carlisle, Pauline 23,900 3,000 381.44
Carlisle, Todd Roast 23,900 0 338.90
Cefis, Charlotte C. 19,000 0 269.42
Chafee, Dexter 44,800 5,000 706.16
Chafee, Francis Dr. 113,600 0 1,610.85
Chafee, John H. & Susan C. Welch 56,200 0 796.92
Chafee, Richard & Nathaniel 17,100 0 242.48
Chafee, Z. Ill (Curtis) 75,100 0 1,064.92
Clark, Alison Montgomery 30,200 0 428.24
Clement, Nancy 40,200 0 570.04
Clifford, Ralph E. 41,700 0 591.31
Coffey, Joseph F. & Maryann B. 17,000 0 241.06
Collins, John A. & Sheila D. 80,800 0 1,145.74
Conway, Frank H. & Elizabeth C. 74,300 0 1,053.57
Cook, Andrew 53,100 0 752.96
Cook, Charles 53,100 0 752.96
Cook, Sheila D. 21,900 0 310.54
Cook, Sheila D. c/o Heidi Cook - Richard Dworkis
31,200 4,500 506.23
Cook, Sheila G. 61,900 0 877.74
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List of Non-Resident Taxpayers
Town of SORRENTO
Value of Value of Total 
Name Real Est. Pers. Est. Tax
Corton, James E. & Virginia A. 48,800 0 691.98 
Craig, Delores A. 7,000 0 99.26 
Creamer, Lorenzo 15,700 0 222.63 
Cummings, Minnette, Dorothy Bruenn, Katherine S. Wilson St Peter Richter
12,800 0 181.50 
Cummings, Stephen H. 47,100 0 667.88 
Cushman, Janet (Robert) 36,000 0 510.48 
Cushman, John 6. 19,000 8 269.42 
Cushman, Robert Jr. 19,000 0 269.42 
Czarniecki, Michael L. St Mary H. Lawrence 8,800 0 124.78 
Dobyns, Cynthia Keith 75,100 0 1,064.92 
Doty, Eleanor Nutter, McClennon S c  Fish 15,000 0 212.70 
Draper, George & Charlotte W. 35,100 0 497.72 
Dunbar, Emery 9,300 0 131.87 
Edmundson, Thomas A. & Mary B. Galt 3,300 0 46.79 
Ewing, Bayard 101,900 0 1,444.94 
Ewing, Bayard C. 43,700 0 619.67 
Ewing, Gifford P. & Mary B. SB,800 0 1,259.18 
Ewing, Harriet K. 10,000 0 141.80 
Ewing, W. F. 30,000 0 425.40 
Ewing, Winifred F. 93,300 0 1,322.99 
Fox, Edward & Ann 18,800 0 266.58 
Fuller, Mrs. Carol 39,600 0 561.53 
Galt, Mary 66,100 0 937.30 
6amble, James Jr. & Alberta 177,100 2,000 2,539.64 
Gamble, James Jr. & Alberta 101,800 0 1,443.52 
Gamble, James Jr. & Wendy 175,000 0 2,481.50 
Gandreau, Arthur H. St Dorothy C. 38,600 0 547.35 
Gardner, John B. & Sarah G. Hull c/o Caroline Beckjord
56,900 0 806.84 
Gazis, Diana C. 47,200 0 669.30 
Gleason, Edward & Anne 94,800 0 1,344.26 
Gristina, Susan S. (Dr. Anthony) 62,600 0 887.67 
Gurin, Richard Steven 53,000 0 751.54 
Guyette, George F. 2,900 0 41.12 
Hamersley, Madeline H. 95,000 0 1,347.10 
Hancock, Karen 7,000 0 99.26 
Hannon, Robert E. St Harriet K. 72,000 0 1,020.96 
Haslam, Clifford H. & Marcia J. 27,600 0 391.37 
Healey, Laureen E. 15,000 0 212.70 
Heyward, Elizabeth C. 27,900 0 395.62 
Heyward, Jane Henderson 140,500 0 1,992.29 
Heyward, Louisa S. & Nathalie N. 15,000 0 212.70 
Hodgkins, Lloyd 10,200 0 144.64 
Huber, Caroline P. 13,800 0 195.68 
Huber, Michael W. 80,000 0 1,134.40 
Hull, Sarah G. & Caroline G. Beckjord c/o Mrs. William P. Hull
7,100 0 100.68 
Humphrey, Eleanor (Otis) 30,000 0 425.40 
Hunt, Alison 7 ,7 0 e  0 109.19 
Hunt, Leslie 7 ,7 0 8  0 109.19
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List of Non-Resident Taxpayers
Town of SORRENTO
Value of Value of Total
Name Real Est. Pers. Est. Tax
Hunt* Miranda 7,700 0 109.19
Hunt, Robert P. & Barbara 82,400 0 1,168.43
Jarombeck, James A. & Jerry J. 12,100 0 171.58
Johnson, Frances W. 70,800 0 1,003.94
Johnson, Harold D. 44,900 0 636.68
Kennedy, John H. Sr. c/o D. Slavicek 67,300 0 954.31
Krieger, Stephen 47,800 0 677.80
Kugel, Cheryl 7,300 0 103.51
Lape, Philip B. & Ann S. 87,600 0 1,242.17
Laverack, William & Persis 107,700 4,000 1,583.91
Lee, Eduard B. & Clifford A. c/o Bain Lee 185,030 0 1,488.90
Lewis, Alida, Dora & Victoria c/o Dora Lewis 14,300 0 202.77
Lipton, A. Joseph 103,800 0 1,471.88
Long Pond Water Company 237,500 0 3,367.75
Malmrose, Barry L. & Cathy A. 18,000 0 141.80
Mayzel, Michael S. & Dorothy A. 37,800 0 536.00
McCoy, Donald & James J. Dipisa 6,100 0 86.50
McMullen, Stephen R. 4e,100 0 568.62
Meynell, J. F. (Heirs) 54,500 0 772.81
Miller, Darleen Perry 20,300 0 287.85
Miller, Patrick James & Diane M. 25,000 0 354.50
Montgomery, Francis L. 30,200 0 428.24
Mugnai, Robert & Barbara 2,800 0 39.70
Musconi, Dominic 6,100 0 86.50
Nature Conservancy of the Pine Tree State, The 5,600 0 79.41
Niblock, Rev. Thomas R. & Judith W. 67,900 0 962.82
Nichols, Mrs. Wilma 51,400 0 728.85
Noble, Henry S. 152,100 5,000 2,227.68
Noyes, Crosby Jr. 8,000 0 113.44
Noyes, Crosby S. Jr. 36,800 0 521.82
Noyes, Letitia Hughson 212,400 0 3,011.83
Crothers, Joan P. as Trustee 65,600 0 930.21
Davis, Dr. Richard & Dr. Jane 36,600 0 518.99
Linden Hill Partnership 104,400 0 1,480.39
0’Hearn, Phyllis 19,400 0 275.09
Osborn; John J. Jr., Emilee S., Frederick III, Spencer; Anne Todd, Richard, Alice
41,600 0 589.89
Parisien, Arthur & Margaret Bennett 1,000 0 14.18
Perry; Leighton E., Barbara E. & David R. Chase
5,000 0 70.90
Philbrick, Jane Ewing 38,600 0 433.91
Pooh Investments Ltd. 171,600 0 2,433.29
Richardson, Mrs. Gilbert 400 0 5.67
Richter, Patricia E. (Peter) 63,500 0 900.43
Robbins, Frederick C. & Alice N. 106,300 0 1,507.33
Rockwell, Francis Ewing 42,500 0 602.65
Rowe, Edith, John & Elizabeth c/o Edith Rowe 42,900 0 608.32
Rowe, Elizabeth 25,100 0 355.92
Rowe, John 500 0 7.09
Sandomire, Hazel & Richter, Peter Crary 44,000 0 623.92
Scott, Alton & Margaret 33,100 0 469.36
Brown
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List of Non-Resident Taxpayers
Toum of SORRENTO
Value of Value of Total
Name Real Est. Pers. Est. Tax
i
Sedgwick, David E. & Jeanne D. 160,100 0 2,270.22
Sgouros, T. A. & Joan P. 56,300 0 798.33
Sharpe, Henry D. Jr. & Peggy Boyd 460,000 0 6,522.80
Smith, Hugo Dunlap & Helen 103,800 0 1,471.88
Sokoloff, Nancy Boyd 151,400 0 2,146.85
Sorrento Co. Inc. 18,800 0 266.58
Sorrento Co., Inc. 50,000 0 709.00
Sorrento V.I.A. -246,600 0 3,496.79
Sorrento VIA 14,000 0 198.52
Spain, Letia 34,700 0 492.05
Spain, Stephen D. & Kevin D. 41,100 0 582.80
Suminsby, J. David 21,800 0 309.12
Swartzmiller, James A. & Mary Ellen 158,800 0 2,251.78
Tesson, Diana L. & Joanne C. Cowen 12,100 0 171.58
The Nature Conservancy Maine Chapter 450 0 6.38
Tillinghast, Ellen (Revocable trust of) 41,900 0 594.14
Treasure Point Assoc. c/o Joyce Faella 25,000 0 354.50
Trojanowski, Steven F. & Patricia 35,100 0 497.72
Van Winkle, Fordyce E. 31,900 0 452.34
VanDeveer, Wellington 214,400 3,000 3,082.73
VanDusen; John, Hugh & Derek The VanDusen Family Trust c/o Derek B. VanDusen, ‘
44,000 0 623.92
Veri, Albert R. & Linda C. 16,000 0 226.88
Webber, Rev. Seorge 46,100 0 653.70
Welch, William Family Partnership 57,100 0 809.68
Wellman, Alice W. 66,300 0 940.13
Wheatland, David A. Jr. 4 Susan 64,900 0 920.28
Wheatland, Richard 63,000 0 893.34
Whitney, Alexandria 12,500 0 177.25
Wilbur, Charlotte Rice 22,400 0 317.63
Wiles, Alexandria E. 19,100 0 270.B4
Wilson, Phillip Jr. (Mrs.) 103,000 0 1,460.54
Younger, Doris (Younger—Hi 11 Trust) 42,600 0 604.07
Ziska, David L. & Julie 0. 95,000 0 1,347.10
Payne, Raymond J. & Barbara J. 10,000 0 141.80
Weeks, John Carnes, Andrew Severn, Nathan Coleman & Mrs. Carnes Weeks, Jr.
117,000 0 1,659.06
Younger, Stephen & Prudence M. 41,300 0 585.63
/
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Fire Department
SORRENTO FIRE DEPARTMENT
1990 was a very busy year for the Sorrento Fire Dept.
We answered thirty-eight (38) emergency calls. Seven (7) structure 
fires in four (4) towns tested and sharpened our fire fighting skills. Often the 
time delay in getting to out of town fires limits the degree of success, but in 
one of these fires in Sullivan, the prompt response and level of training of the 
Sorrento fire fighters resulted in the containment of damage to two rooms. This 
damage was repaired in about three weeks at about one third of the cost 
compared to the possible loss of the home that had been owned for less than 
a month before the fire. At the only structure fire in Sorrento, the quick actions 
of one trained and equipped fire fighter bought valuable time for the Fire Dept, 
resulting in the saving of the main home while an outbuilding was destroyed. 
County-wide training and cooperation was directly responsible for the multi­
town mutual aid to Hancock on two major fires that resulted in the saving of 
valuable property that would otherwise have been a total loss. One of these 
saves was the direct result of an interior attack by Sorrento fire fighters. The 
last fire of the year was a true test of men and equipment as we fought near zero 
temperatures, lack of water (when it was freezing on us) and a building 
construction that made for a fast spread of fire. After two interior attacks the 
main house was lost, but the apartment house less than four feet away was 
saved. The Sorrento Fire Dept, sent twelve fire fighters and four pieces of 
equipment to this fire in Gouldsboro.
Five grass fires, six chimney fires, two false alarms, one each: auto 
rollover, tree down on power lines, boat fire, skidder fire, tent fire and furnace 
motor burning were responded to buy many fire fighters and equipment from 
five towns.
One tragic boating accident resulted in the loss of some equipment and 
the serious injury of several emergency service personnel when a local private 
dock collapsed during the rescue attempt.
By far, the largest use of manpower and equipment this year was at the 
Sorrento Town Dump. Beginning on July 5th with a full blown fire involving 
brush, asphalt, and burning tires, we made eleven runs to the dump. In just 
over two months we put in over 150 manhours. Saving lives and property is 
in itself a noble motivation, but dump fires are the most disagreeable and health 
threatening work which fire fighters face today.
Sixty-one fire permits were issued during 1990 for burning grass, 
brush and slash. All fires other than cooking fires on your own property 
require a signed burning permit.
Twenty meetings of the Sorrento Fire Department were held in 1990 
to plan, organize and improve its ability to serve the Town and the surrounding
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communities. Fire fighters attended two Maine Fire Chiefs meetings and 
twelve Hancock County Fire Fighters Association meetings. We will host the 
March county meeting in Sorrento.
Training continues to be a major commitment. Four more fire fighters 
were trained by our own State Certified Fire Instructor in the use of SCBA (Self 
Contained Breathing Apparatus). For the third year in a row, Sorrento was 
represented at the Maine State Fire Academy. Timothy Guyette and John 
Mickel received Fire Fighter I & II certification at this year's academy in 
Auburn. We now have four Fire Fighter I & II's in our Dept. Michael Parker 
and Joseph Gibeault are currently attending the Hancock County Fire Fighter 
I Academy in Ellsworth. We will have seven Fire Fighter I's when they finish 
training in the late spring. This Academy was the first to use the new fire fighter 
training center which Sorrento and other local Volunteers are helping to build 
in Ellsworth. We now have fourteen fire fighters trained to use SCBA. Many 
fire fighters from seven other towns along with nine Sorrento fire fighters took 
part in a live fire training session put on by the Hancock County Fire Fighter 
I Academy and sponsored by the Sorrento and Sullivan Fire Depts. at the old 
Fountaine house on the Tunk Lake Road. Seven training fires were put out 
before the old house was allowed to burn down. This was one of the more than 
thirty training sessions attended by members of the Fire Dept.
The Sorrento Fire Department was active on one hundred and five 
(105) days in 1990.
Fire fighting equipment and tools were repaired and updated this year 
with many good pieces returned to active service. Several new hand tools made 
fire fighting easier and safer.
A new generator and cords were supplied by the Auxiliary. A new 
floating pump was also obtained in the early spring in time to see service at 
several of the dump fires. Our commitment to the personal safety of our fire 
fighters continues with the purchase of turn out gear and SCBA's. We have 
16 full sets of turn out gear now. The six drivers have also been protected with 
partial sets (these sets have the 3/4 hip boots instead of short boots with fire 
proof pants). The Dept, has eight SCBA plans to acquire two of these SCBA 
a year until we have two on each truck with six on the utility truck.
The Department of Conservation (Forestry) of the State of Maine 
awarded the Sorrento Fire Dept. $950.00 toward the purchase of a portable fire 
fighting pressure pump costing over $1,900.00. We were able to buy an 11 
horse power 300 gallon per minute Hale pump with electric start for $2,097.00. 
Because of the high demand for this kind of pump to supply water in the Middle 
East war, we were very lucky to find one at all.
The Sorrento Fire Dept, applied for and recently received a community 
action grant from the Champion Corp. of Bucksport based on the membership 
of three of their employees in our Fire Dept. A grant of $750.00 to buy ladders 
was very gratefully received and the ladders have been ordered.
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The most important purchase this year was a 1967 Seagraves Pumper. 
This piece of equipment would have cost $150,000 or more to buy new. It's 
market value based on three other identical units advertised nationally was 
$24,000 - $27,000. Due to the quick actions of Willy Vandeveer who located 
the unit and made the initial contacts we were able to buy this unit for only 
$4,800.00 saving many thousands of taxpayer dollars in the future. This unit, 
now Sorrento Engine Four is a full five man cab, 1250 GPM pumper with only 
11,000 miles and is in excellent working condition. With the addition of this 
year's budgeted items, Engine Four will be our "first line" attack piece. Due 
to the unexpected expenses of buying this unit and outfitting it, there were 
several items from 1990's budget that did not get done. These items will be 
covered in the 1991 attached budget.
Respectfully submitted, 
WALTER E. GUYETTE, JR. CHIEF
January 1991 
Ms. Dolly Sullivan
CHAMPION FUND FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Champion International Corporation 
River Road
Bucksport, Maine 04416 
Dear Ms. Sullivan:
On behalf of the residents of the Town of Sorrento and the members 
of the Sorrento Fire Department I would like to express our extreme thanks for 
the generosity of the Champion International Corporation. Your grant of 
$750.00 toward the purchase of new ladders for our Fire Department is greatly 
appreciated. These ladders will make fire fighting much safer and easier.
We are very fortunate to have three "Champions" on our roster and 
value their efforts in obtaining this grant.
Thank you very much.
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Sincerely,
Walter E. Guyette, Jr. 
Chief Sorrento Fire Dept.
SORRENTO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
FIRE PHONE EMERGENCY ONLY 422-3355
RESPONSE UNITS
LOCATION UNITi WATER
PUMP-SIZE EQUIPMENT
Station 1 ENGINE 1 500 Gal. 750 gal/min. hose ladders 2-SCBA
TANKER 2 2000 Gal. 450 gal/min. hose ladders
Station 2 ENGINE 4 500 Gal. 1250 gal/min. hose ladders 2-SCBA
TANKER 3 2000 Gal. 325 gal/min. hose
Chiefs UTILITY 5 Indian 4-SCBA Spare Air Tanks Tools
Residence Pumps
PERSONNEL LIST
POSITION # NAME PHONE
Chief 1 Walter Guyette 3908
Asst. Chief 2 Joey Clark 3356
1st Engineer 3 Frank Trundy, Jr. 3461
Driver 4 Kent Hastings 3128
camp 9524
Safety Officer 5 C.W. "Buddy" Clark 3356
Engine Co. 6 Dennis Perry 9055
Ext. Hose Co. 7 Sam Andrews 3237
video shop 3349
Engineer 8 Clement Guyette 3518
Safety Officer 9 Michael Guyette 3908
Lieutenant 10 Dwayne Clement 3622
Lieutenant 11 Michael Parker 6755
shop 3486
Captain 12 Timothy Guyette 3908
Ext. Hose Co. 14 Bruce Clark 3481
Transportation 15 Louis Sutherland, Jr. 6727
Engine Co. 16 Shenon Parker 6755
Rehab.- SCBA 17 Richard Andrews, Sr. 3696
Engine Co. 18 Royce Gordon 3251
Traffic Control 19 Ronnie Libby 3148
Engine Co. 21 Gary York 9915
Ext. Hose Co. 22 Dana Ivers 3026
Driver 23 Leroy Hooper, Jr. 6270
Engine Co. 24 Troy Jellison 3682
Captain 26 John Mickel 3118
Aux. Driver 27 W. "Billy" Estabrook 3215
Aux. Driver 28 Prescott Briggs 3914
Aux. Engineer 29 Scotty Briggs 3132
Aux. Driver 30 Robert West 3116
Aux. Driver 31 C. "Willy" Bunker 6841
Resources 32 Louis Sutherland, Sr. 6803
Engine Co. 35 Joseph Gibeault 3102
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SORRENTO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
DUTY ASSIGNMENT LIST - JANUARY 1991 
CHAIN OF COMMAND
POSITION n NAME PHONE RADIO SCBA FF1/2
Chief l Walter Guyette, Jr. 3908 5 watt * 2
Asst. Chief 2 Joey Clark 3356 5 watt * 1
Captain 6 John Mickel 3118 1 w * 2
Captain 12 Timothy Guyette 3908 1 w * 2
Lieutenant 10 Dwayne Clement 3622 1 w * 1
Lieutenant 11 Michael Parker 6755 1 w *
shop 3486
1st. Engineer 3 Frank Trundy, Jr. 3461 5 watt
Engineer 8 Clement Guyette 3518 1 w * 1
Safety Officer 5 C.W. "Buddy" Clark 3356 pager
Safety Officer 9 Michael Guyette 3908 pager * 1
Engine Co. 16 Shenon Parker 6755 * 2
Engine Co. 6 Dennis Perry 9055 1 w * 1
Engine Co. 21 Gary York 9915 1 w *
Engine Co. 18 Royce Gordon 3251 1 w *
Engine Co. 35 Joseph Gibeault 3102 pager *
Engine Co. 24 Troy Jellison 3682 pager *
Ext. Hose Co. 14 Bruce Clark 3481 pager
Ext. Hose Co. 22 Dana Ivers 3026 1 w
Ext. Hose Co. 7 Sam Andrews 3237
video shop 3349
Rehab.-SCBA 17 Richard Andrews,Sr. 3696 pager
Transportation 15 Louis Sutherland, Jr. 6727 i
Traffic Control 19 Ronnie Libby 3148
Resources 32 Louis Sutherland 6803
Driver 4 Kent Hastings 3128 pager
camp 9524
Driver 23 Leroy Hooper, Jr. 6270 5 w
Driver 5 C.W. "Buddy" Clark 3356
Driver 11 Michael Parker 6755
Driver 9 Michael Guyette 3908
Driver 10 Dwayne Clement 3622
Driver 12 Timothy Guyette 3908
Driver 18 Royce Gordon 3251
Driver 21 Gary York 9915
Driver 26 John Mickel 3118
Driver 16 Shenon Parker 6755
Driver 35 Joseph Gibeault 3102
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THE SORRENTO VOLUNTEER 
FIRE DEPARTMENT / AUXILIARY
The Auxiliary was very busy raising funds to support the Sorrento Fire 
Department in its many needs for 1990.
In spite of the poor burning weather this Spring, the Volunteers burned 
ten fields raising $220.00 and hope to have better luck this year getting to those 
we couldn't do last year.
A 5,000 watt Coleman portable generator was purchased and pre­
sented to the Sorrento Fire Dept. Two 100 ft. extension cords and storage reels 
were also acquired to make this unit more versatile. Portable lights will be 
added early in 1991. This power unit is now mounted on the new Engine 4.
Driver Training is a growing concern for all Emergency Services. To 
answer this growing concern, the Volunteers sponsored a D.O.T. driver 
training session the first weekend in June with classroom and practical hands- 
on driver training and testing at the ball diamond. Twelve Firefighters took 
part in this exercise.
In June the Sorrento Vol. Fire Dept. / Aux. covered the cost of 
bringing back from Liberty, New York the new (to us) '67 Seagraves Pumper 
that the town bought. The total cost of this three day trip with only a four hour 
hay over was $730.20. The Seagraves had only 11,000 miles, ran strong all 
the way home, and is an excellent addition to our fire fighting force. The 
Volunteers have put many hours into getting this unit ready for service. It has 
proven itself in training and most recently at the Moshier fire in Gouldsboro. 
The enclosed cab has been invaluable in the cold and rain so far.
During Fire Prevention Week in October, the Sorrento, Sullivan and 
Franklin Volunteer Fire Depts. sponsored a poster program and activities at 
Mountainview School for grades K-4.
In July we held our baked bean supper and fire demonstration at the 
Community Building. In August we roasted a pig for a record crowd at the 
VIA Library. Later in August, a Lobster raffle was very well received. These 
events raised funds of $2,481.79.
Radio communications were greatly improved in the last year. We 
took possession of eleven portable radios ordered in 1989. The Volunteers 
received a special donation to install a multi-frequency radio in the new Engine 
4.
The rest of our resources and time have been put into building an 
additional bay onto the fire house at the Community Building to house the new 
Engine 4. This was accomplished with only donated funds and the labor of our 
own fire fighters without costing the taxpayers a single cent.
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Finally, understanding that the purchase of Engine 4 was an unex­
pected expense and meant putting off some of the originally budgeted items, 
one thousand dollars was transferred from the Sorrento Vol. Fire Dept. / 
Auxiliary to the Sorrento Fire Dept, to help offset any overdraft. We wish to 
thank all those who made all of this possible.
Respectfully submitted, 
WALTER E. GUYETTE, JR. CHIEF
1990 CONTRIBUTED FUNDS
THE SORRENTO VOLUNTEER 
FIRE DEPARTMENT / AUXILIARY
CONTRIBUTIONS 
FUNDS RAISED 
CASH 12/31/89 
CHECKING 12/31/89 
SAVINGS 12/31/89 
INTEREST 1990 
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
EXPENDED
CASH $
CHECKING
ON HAND 12/31/90 
CASH 
CHECKING 
SAVINGS
$
$ 1,373.00 
3,388.00 
41.21 
8.00 
3,946.87 
159.78 
8,916.86
1,180.35
7,272.19
8,452.54
$ 464.32
54.61
36.06
373.65
464.32
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Sorrento Planning Board
Eleven applications were received in 1990. Ten were approved in­
cluding; five new residences; five for improvements and additions to existing 
residences. One application is waiting for more information.
In 1991 the Planning Board will be considering ways to streamline the 
new Shoreland Ordinance that has been passed by the state to take effect in
1992. The Board along with local citizens will be working on the Comprehen­
sive Plan.
Sorrento has been determined to be a Tier II town by the Office of 
Comprehensive Planning. We are eligible for Matching Funds to help offset 
the cost of preparing the State mandated Comprehensive Plan for Sorrento by
1993. These funds should be available sometime next summer.
Anyone with technical knowledge or the ability to organize and do 
research which might be helpful during this planning process is invited to 
contact the Planning Board.
Respectfully submitted, 
WALTER E. GUYETTE, JR.
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TOWN OF SORRENTO, MAINE 
S c h e d u le  o f  D e p a r tm e n ta l  O p e r a t i o n s  
F o r  t h e  Y e a r  E n d ed  D ecem b er 3 1 , 1990
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  
Town P r o p e r t y  
C om m u n ity  B u i l d i n g  
T ax  M aps 
R e v a l u a t i o n
PROTECTION
S t r e e t  L i g h t s  
F i r e  D e p a r tm e n t  
I n s u r a n c e  
B o a rd  o f  H e a l t h  
A m b u la n c e
HEALTH AND SANITATION 
Town Dump 
M u n i c i p a l  S ew ag e  
C o a s t a l  R e c y c l i n g
PUBLIC WORKS 
Town R o a d s
S a n d  a n d  S a l t  S t o c k p i l e  
Snow R em o v a l
LEISURE SERVICES
S o r r e n t o - S u l l i v a n  Summer 
R e c r e a t i o n  
C h r i s t m a s  P a r t y
SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
E d u c a t i o n  -  F l a n d e r s  Bay 
E d u c a t i o n  -  S c h o o t i c  
C o u n ty  T ax  
O v e r l a y
UNCLASSIFIED
P l a n n i n g  G r a n t  
S o r r e n t o  VIA 
Town P i e r  
S c h o l a r s h i p  F u n d  
G e n e r a l  A s s i s t a n c e  
P l a n n i n g  B o a rd  
P lu m b in g  P e r m i t s  
O t h e r
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
fidwa/id
CeM<ited ^Pubftc dccountoM
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S c h e d u l e  3
B a l a n c e s
T o t a l  O t h e r  T o t a l
A v a i l a b l e  E x p e n d i t u r e s  D e b i t s  E x p e n d i t u r e s  L a p s e d  C a r r i e d
i
$ 2 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  $ 2 4 , 9 8 0 . 8 6  $ $ 2 4 , 9 8 0 . 8 6  $ ( 3 , 9 8 0 . 8 6 )  $
2 . 0 0 0 .  0 0  1 , 0 9 6 . 1 3  . —  1 , 0 9 6 . 1 3  9 0 3 . 8 7
1 1 . 3 0 0 . 1 8  5 , 7 6 6 . 4 6  5 , 7 6 6 . 4 6  . —  5 , 5 3 3 . 7 2
1 . 0 0 0 .  0 0  3 8 5 . 0 0  . —  3 8 5 . 0 0  6 1 5 . 0 0
2 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  5 , 0 2 6 . 0 0  ________ 5 , 0 2 6 . 0 0  _________ . —  1 4 , 9 7 4 . 0 0
5 5 . 3 0 0 . 1 8  3 7 , 2 5 4 . 4 5   ^  3 7 , 2 5 4 . 4 5  ( 2 , 4 6 1 . 9 9 ) 2 0 , 5 0 7 . 7 2
3 . 2 0 0 . 0 0  3 , 3 0 9 . 3 4  . —  3 , 3 0 9 . 3 4  ( 1 0 9 . 3 4 )
2 2 . 0 6 5 . 0 0  2 4 , 3 0 7 . 7 0  . —  2 4 , 3 0 7 . 7 0  ( 2 , 2 4 2 . 7 0 )
9 . 5 0 0 . 0 0  1 0 , 1 8 5 . 0 0  . —  1 0 , 1 8 5 . 0 0  ( 6 8 5 . 0 0 )
2 0 0 .0 0  2 0 0 .0 0  . —  2 0 0 .0 0
8 2 8 . 0 0  8 2 8 . 0 0  ________ ^  8 2 8 . 0 0  _________ ________________
3 5 . 7 9 3 . 0 0  3 8 , 8 3 0 . 0 4   ^  3 8 , 8 3 0 . 0 4  ( 3 , 0 3 7 . 0 4 ) _________ . —
7 . 0 0 0 .  00  5 , 8 5 3 . 2 2  . —  5 , 8 5 3 . 2 2  1 , 1 4 6 . 7 8
( 1 , 9 5 9 . 8 7 )  2 , 5 8 0 . 7 9  . —  2 , 5 8 0 . 7 9  . —  ( 4 , 5 4 0 . 6 6 )
4 . 7 0 4 . 0 0  2 , 2 0 0 . 0 0   ^  2 , 2 0 0 . 0 0  2 , 5 0 4 . 0 0  _________
9 , 7 4 4 . 1 3  1 0 , 6 3 4 . 0 1  ________ 1 0 , 6 3 4 . 0 1  3 , 6 5 0 . 7 8  ( 4 , 5 4 0 . 6 6 )
5 . 5 0 0 . 0 0  4 , 7 7 6 . 8 6  . —  4 , 7 7 6 . 8 6  7 2 3 . 1 4
8 . 0 0 0 .  00  5 , 8 4 7 . 7 7  . —  5 , 8 4 7 . 7 7  2 , 1 5 2 . 2 3
2 8 . 7 9 3 . 5 5  1 7 , 3 7 0 . 0 0   lZ Z  1 7 , 3 7 0 . 0 0   ^  1 1 , 4 2 3 . 5 5
4 2 . 2 9 3 . 5 5  2 7 , 9 9 4 . 6 3   ^  2 7 , 9 9 4 . 6 3  2 , 8 7 5 . 3 7  1 1 , 4 2 3 . 5 5
1 . 3 2 6 . 0 0  1 , 3 2 6 . 0 0  . —  1 , 3 2 6 . 0 0
5 0 0 . 0 0  _______5 0 0 . 0 0  ________ ^  5 0 0 . 0 0  _________ ________________
1 . 8 2 6 . 0 0  1 , 8 2 6 . 0 0  ________ ^  1 , 8 2 6 . 0 0  ____________
5 1 , 7 1 0 . 9 0  5 0 , 6 6 6 . 1 0  . —  5 0 , 6 6 6 . 1 0  . —  1 , 0 4 4 . 8 0
6 3 , 3 2 5 . 1 0  6 3 , 4 9 5 . 4 8  . —  6 3 , 4 9 5 . 4 8  . —  ( 1 7 0 . 3 8 )
1 3 , 4 9 3 . 4 0  1 3 , 4 9 3 . 4 0  . —  1 3 , 4 9 3 . 4 0
9 , 9 7 2 . 4 0  ___________^  ^  9 , 9 7 2 . 4 0  _________ . —
1 3 8 , 5 0 1 . 8 0  1 2 7 , 6 5 4 . 9 8   ^  1 2 7 , 6 5 4 . 9 8  9 , 9 7 2 . 4 0  8 7 4 . 4 2
3 . 7 5 0 . 0 0  . —  . —  . —  3 , 7 5 0 . 0 0
5 . 0 0 0 .  0 0  5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  . —  5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 . 5 0 0 . 0 0  2 , 4 4 7 . 3 1  . —  2 , 4 4 7 . 3 1  5 2 . 6 9
3 . 5 0 0 . 0 0  1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0  . —  1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0  . —  2 , 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 . 0 0 0 .  00  8 4 1 . 5 7  . —  8 4 1 . 5 7  1 , 1 5 8 . 4 3
1 . 3 5 0 . 0 0  4 1 6 . 2 0  . —  4 1 6 . 2 0  9 3 3 . 8 0
6 7 0 . 2 5  4 2 7 . 2 8  . —  4 2 7 . 2 8  . —  2 4 2 . 9 7
4 . 7 1 3 . 0 0  6 , 8 2 5 . 3 3  4 9 7 . 3 3  7 , 3 2 2 . 6 6  ( 2 , 6 0 9 . 6 6 ) _________. —
2 3 , 4 8 3 . 2 5  1 7 , 4 5 7 . 6 9  4 9 7 . 3 3  1 7 , 9 5 5 . 0 2  3 , 2 8 5 . 2 6  2 , 2 4 2 . 9 7
$ 3 0 6 , 9 4 1 . 9 1  $ 2 6 1 , 6 5 1 . 8 0  $ 4 9 7 . 3 3  $ 2 6 2 , 1 4 9 . 1 3  $ 1 4 , 2 8 4 . 7 8  $ 3 0 , 5 0 8 . 0 0
SdwaAd oWci)»tMls
C e l l e d  ^PubPtc d ocou tilan t
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Sorrento Community Building
The Sorrento Community Building has been used this year by various 
groups such as the Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts, Frenchman's Bay Conservancy, 
Sea Breeze Garden Club, Coastal Recycling Corp., and the area school 
principals. It has also been used for birthday parties, showers, wedding 
receptions, and anniversary parties. In December, the building was rented by 
a resident for a Christmas Craft Show. It was fun, and we hope that more 
projects such as this will take place in our community building. The 
Frenchman's Bay Library Committee held their annual Christmas party at the 
Sorrento Community Building this year, and the Fire Department used the 
building for some of its training and several meetings. The building has served 
the community by holding its local elections here as well as town meetings.
The basketball court has been a great success this year, and a light 
directed on the court has been installed for use during warm weather. It has 
a timer and automatically goes on at sunset and off at approximately 9 p.m.
An informational sign has been purchased and installed. It may be used 
by town residents to announce upcoming events at the Community Building.
Broken windows that needed repair have been replaced, and the 
lavatory in the back room is now functional.
Donations have been accepted from various organizations that use the 
building on a regular basis. The Sea Breeze Garden Club has planted spring 
bulbs as a thank you for the use of the building.
Again this year, we welcome Sorrento residents to use the building and 
encourage you to search out ways that this building might better serve our 
community.
Heather Parker Diane Mickel Jill Hastings
Dwayne Clement Virginia Guyette
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SORRENTO
VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
REPORT
i
The VIA has been successful in reaching its fundraising goal of over 
$100,000 with which to repair the Library, resurface the tennis courts, improve 
the golf course and its clubhouse, enhance the sailing facilities, and meet the 
DEP requirements at the swimming pool. We are extremely grateful to the 
Town for its generous contribution of $2,500 toward this goal. Due to 
unanticipated cost overuns of approximately 20% in each area of repair, we 
raised our fund-raising goal to $160,000 this past summer.
The repairs and improvements are scheduled for completion over a 
three year period. So far we have successfully completed the first year of 
repairs and a portion of the second. The pool's drainage system has been 
overhauled so as to comply with the DEP's requirements. The adjoining tennis 
courts have been resurfaced and both have new posts and nets. The clubhouse 
at the golf course has been completely restored with a new foundation and other 
needed repairs. The Library's foundation has been remortared and recaulked. 
In addition, the Library's roof and dormers have been replaced (Year #2).
It is our earnest intent to share the VIA facilities with the residents of 
Sorrento at an affordable price. We are extremely grateful to the Town for its 
budget allotment in 1990 of $5,000, half of which helped to keep resident and 
family memberships low in cost. Memberships in 1991 will again cost the 
residents $50.00 for the season. We would like to ask the Town to consider 
raising $2,500 (or half the amount raised last year) to continue helping to keep 
these memberships low in cost. However, we recognize the current recession 
and local revaluation pose special difficulties. We would be pleased to offer 
last years' rates without your tax support. The rate for summer residents to 
use all the facilities will be $1,000 for the 1991 season. We are not able to 
include tennis or golf in the resident rate because both the tennis courts and the 
golf course are badly over-crowded and are expensive to operate and maintain . 
In future years when the summer rates increase we will ask the same percentage 
from the Town residents.
Those people who used the resident membership rates last summer 
included:
Sam Andrews 
Cynthia Burnett 
Esther Clement 
Cheryl Gordon 
Gloria Gunning 
Jill Hastings 
Lawrence Lewis 
Louis Sutherland, Jr.
Robert Marshall 
Barbara McLure 
Diane Mickel 
Mike Parker 
Joyce Perry 
Newbold Noyes 
William Wise
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SORRENTO V .I.A . RESIDENT MEMBERSHIP
1. Shall cost $50 for either an individual or a family. A family shall include 
Mother, Father, their children and guests who are residing under the same 
roof.
2. A resident member shall be entitled to:
a. Use of the swimming pool whenever the paid lifeguard is work­
ing.
The pool is not open during inclement weather. The pool is NOT 
in the evenings because of liability.
b. Use of the Library and VIA activities which take place in the Li­
brary: pot-luck suppers, special events and evening activities.
c. Membership in the Yacht Club including races and sailing in­
structions (when offered).
d. Participation in all young people's activities which include in­
struction in tennis, golf and sailing (when offered), evening ac­
tivities and special outings.
e. Special golf and tennis packages which are available for the cost 
of $250.00 and $200.00 respectively over and above the member­
ship fee.
Note: A special twilight golf rate of $50.00 per person remains in effect for 
Sorrento residents whether they are members of the VIA or not.
Respectfully submitted,
Alison M. Clark 
Treasurer 
Sorrento V.I.A.
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The SULLIVAN - SORRENTO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Sullivan - Sorrento Historical Society met in 1990, completing 
another interesting and enjoyable year. Among the speakers were Deale 
Salisbury who reviewed the Hancock County bicentennial celebration; Les 
Fossel, a consultant from Train Properties, Historical Division, who spoke on 
architectural styles in Maine; and Dr. William James Morgan, naval historian. 
Especially entertaining was Susan Hand Shetterly, who described her approach 
in writing her book "The Tinker of Salt Cove", a story about Cling Clang. The 
final meeting in October was the traditional Lights Out Supper, this year 
sponsored by the Winter Harbor Historical Society.
Officers of the Historical Society are Guy Cyr, President; Fred Ulrich, 
Vice President; Kim Wischman, Recording Secretary; Selina Gerrish, Corre­
sponding Secretary; and Sam Robinson, Treasurer.
The Society holds meetings April through October, at 7:30 PM, either 
at the Recreation Center in West Sullivan or the Library in Sorrento. The 
Society's exhibit room is open on Tuesday from 1 PM to 3 PM, on meeting 
nights, or by appointment.
All are cordially invited.
Respectfully Submitted, 
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE 
SULLIVAN - HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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Coastal Recycling Report
Director: Tim Guyette
January 23, 1991
Dear Towspeople:
Thank you for another supportive year. In mid March 19901 started 
composting crab and lobster shells with other small amounts of vegetable waste 
at the dump. By the end of December an estimated total of 35 yards of shells 
and a mixed covering (approximately 5 yards) of grass clippings and hay had 
been collected. It is my hope that at least half of this material can be used in 
local gardens this year. If you wish to contribute to this small project the barrels 
are on the left hand side (driving in) with coverings over them.
Also as your town director of Coastal Recycling I look forward to 
working with you and to help answer any questions I can. As you know, we 
have completed construction of the main recycling center and by the time you 
read this it will have opened and be processing materials. The board of 
directors of Coastal Recycling (CR) is working well with each other and plenty 
of help is still welcome in all of CR’s committees.
My intentions are to continue to serve you as best I can in all my 
endeavors for another year.
Thanks again and keep reusing and reducing.
Sincerely,
Timothy Guyette 
Town Dump Custodian 
Sorrento Director of CR
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